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Abstract 
Big data Analytics refers to the techniques that can be used for converting raw data into meaningful information 
which helps in business analysis and forms a decision support system for the executives in the organization. Big data 
is the voluminous and complex collection of data that cannot be processed using traditional tools. In this paper we 
author analyzed the aadhaar card data set against different research queries for example total number of aadhaar 
cards approved by state, rejected by state, total number of aadhaar card applicants by gender and total number of 
aadhaar card applicants by age type. The main objective of aadhaar card is to provide 12 digit unique numbers to 
each Indian resident. So that common masses can be benefited by the various governmental policies such as direct 
benefit transfer, aadhaar enabled biometric attendance and other uses by central government agencies. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Big data is the voluminous and complex collection of data that cannot be processed using traditional tools. Volume 
(massive collection of data), Velocity (speed with which data enters into the system), Variety (includes different 
types of data present: structured, semi-structured and unstructured data) and veracity (means uncertainty present in 
the big data) together defines the big data. Some of the major sources of big data includes sensors, content posted on 
social media website, sale purchase transaction etc. For example walmart handles millions of sale purchase 
transactions per hour; Facebook handles 40 billion photos uploaded by its users each day. Big data Analytics (BDA) 
refers to the techniques that can be used for converting raw data into meaningful information which helps in 
business analysis and forms a decision support system for the executives in the organization. Hadoop is the simple 
java programming technology that provides the framework for processing of distributed data sets across distributed 
computer clusters called hadoop distributed file system (HDFS). HDFS is a highly scalable and distributed file 
system for Hadoop. It divides the file into blocks, which is then assigned to the different nodes in the cluster of 
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hadoop framework where the input data is processed with the help of MapReduce programming and then result is 
written again into HDFS. Map Reduce is a programming framework which can do parallel processing on nodes in a 
cluster. It takes input and gives the output in form of key-value pairs. After collecting the data, it has to be processed 
so that meaningful information can be extracted out of it which can serve as decision support system. Therefore the 
analysts need to come up with a good technique for the same. Pig Latin is one such scripting language which 
constructs MapReduce programs for the Apache project. The benefit of using this is that there is a need to write 
much fewer lines of code which reduces overall time needed for development and testing of code. 
 
2. Research Framework 
The following figure defines the step which was carried out to successfully accomplish the research work. In this 
paper we analyzed the aadhaar card data set against various queries to discern new patterns, to extract meaningful 
information which can serve as decision support system. 
 
 
Figure 1 Research Framework 
The data was first loaded into Hadoop distributed environment which is highly scalable and distributed file system 
for Hadoop. It divides the file into blocks, which is then assigned to the different nodes in the cluster of hadoop 
framework. The data is then analyzed using Pig Latin. Pig Latin is scripting language which constructs MapReduce 
programs for the Apache project. The benefit of using this is that there is a need to write much fewer lines of code 
which reduces overall time needed for development and testing of code. The results are then analyzed graphically. 
 
3. Query Formulation 
In this paper we author analyzed the aadhaar card data set against different research queries for example total 
number of aadhaar cards approved by state, rejected by state, total number of aadhaar card applicants by gender and 
total number of aadhaar card applicants by age type. The main objective of aadhaar card is to provide 12 digit 
unique number to each Indian resident. So that common masses can be benefited by the various governmental 
policies such as direct benefit transfer, aadhaar enabled biometric attendance and other uses by central government 
agencies. 
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4. Research Queries 
The data set was in .csv format which was first cleaned by removing the missing values and other inconsistent 
values. Fully distributed hadoop cluster was used to store and process the voluminous data and interactive pig 
execution mode was used to analyze the data. 
Following are the Research Queries against which data Aadhaar data set was analyzed.  
RQ1. Find out the total number of cards approved by States.  
RQ2. Find out the total number of cards rejected by states.   
RQ3. Find out the total number of Aadhaar applicants by gender.   
RQ4. Find out the total number of Aadhaar applicants by age type. 
 
5. Findings 
 
RQ1. Find out the total number of cards approved by States.  
Input: Aadhaar data set 
Algorithm used in grunt shell: 
1. A = Load aadhaar details; 
2. B = group A by state; 
3. C = foreach B generate group, SUM (cards.approved); 
4. Store C; 
Output: Total number of cards approved by States. 
 
Figure 2 Total number of aadhaar data set approved by state 
From the above graph it could be concluded that maximum aadhaar cards are accepted from the states Andhra 
Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh while least from Goa. Therefore government has to make people more aware regarding 
the benefits of aadhaar card so that maximum people can enroll themselves in this policy and can be benefited. 
 
RQ2. Find out the total number of cards rejected by states.   
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Input: Aadhaar data set 
Algorithm used in grunt shell: 
1. A = Load aadhaar details; 
2. B = group A by state; 
3. C = foreach B generate group, SUM (cards.rejected); 
4. Store C; 
Output: Total number of cards rejected by States. 
 
Figure 3: Total number of aadhaar card rejected by different state 
From the above graph it could be concluded that maximum aadhaar cards are rejected from the states Maharashtra 
and Uttar Pradesh therefore government has to take some actions to train there manpower so that correct information 
of the common masses can be recorded. 
 
RQ3. Find out the total number of aadhaar applicants by gender.   
Input: Aadhaar data set 
Algorithm used in grunt shell: 
1. A = Load aadhaar details; 
2. B = group A by gender; 
3. C = foreach B generate group, SUM (A.gender); 
4. Store C; 
Output: Total number aadhaar applicants by gender. 
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Figure 4 Total number of aadhaar applicants by gender 
From the above graph it could be outlined that there is considerably low female population as compared to male 
population in each state. Therefore government has to take some strict measures against female infanticide and 
feticides to save girl child.  
 
RQ4. Find out the total number of aadhaar applicants by age type 
Input: Aadhaar data set 
Algorithm used in grunt shell: 
1. A = Load aadhaar details; 
2. B = group A by age_type; 
3. C = foreach B generate group, SUM (A.age_type); 
4. Store C; 
Output: Total number aadhaar applicants by age_type 
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Figure 5  Total aadhaar applicants of different age group 
From the above graph it could be outlined that maximum aadhaar applicants belonging to the age group between 18 
to 39 while least belonging to the age group 55 and over therefore government has to come out with certain number 
of policies, technologies and facilitations  for senior citizens so that they also have meaningful opportunities. 
 
6. Limitation  
 
The various limitations of this analysis include: 
1. There could be more techniques through which aadhaar data set could be analyzed. 
2. Fully -Distributed hadoop cluster mode is used. 
3. The main limitation includes few publications and Non English publications were excluded therefore 
as authors we could not claim that the work has not been printed in other languages. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper we author analyzed the aadhaar data set against different queries using hadoop environment for 
processing and storing the massive data while pig latin language for analyzing and extracting meaningful 
information. From the first it could be concluded that maximum aadhaar cards are accepted from the states like 
Andhra Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh while least from Goa. Therefore government has to make people more aware 
regarding the benefits of aadhaar card so that maximum people can enroll themselves in this policy and can be 
benefited. While from the second query we could conclude that considerable amount of aadhaar card are rejected 
therefore government has to take some actions to train there manpower so that correct information of the common 
masses can be recorded. From third query we interpreted that there is considerably low female population as 
compared to male population in each state. Therefore government has to take some strict measures against female 
infanticide and feticides to save girl child. Government also has to come up with certain number of policies, 
technologies and facilitations for senior citizens so that they also have meaningful opportunities. 
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